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ABOUT US
VISION

Learnroll Immerse is a technology
software as a service (SaaS) provider
that enable AR & VR technologies to
aid in better education for health care
and life sciences industry.

Our focus is to not only enable
knowledge based learning & training
but drive better outcomes based on
use case scenarios of patient/caregiver
and health care professionals.
Our technology aided learning
solutions aid as supplemental tool for
physicians/nurses to quickly train for
CME credits and certifications
We also enable patient & health
education..

MISSION

With the advent of new technologies
and its uniqueness we must leverage
its potential to enable better health
care.
The lack of efficient training programs
affects the quality of patient care.
According to WHO
" The shortage of health workers is 4.3
million and it is compounded by the
fact that their skills, competencies,
clinical experience, and expectations
are often poorly suited to the health
needs of the populations they serve" .
Our mission is personalized effective
training that can reduce time to train
and learn for healthcare professionals.

THE CURRENT
STATE

THE PANDEMIC HAS
SHOWN US THAT
CONTINUING MEDICAL
EDUCATION(CME) NEEDS
TO ADDRESS CHANGING
GLOBAL EDUCATION
NEEDS FOR BETTER
HEALTH & PATIENT CARE

CONTINUING MEDICAL EDUCATION
(CME) as defined by NIH(National
Institutes of Health) is consists of
educational activities which serve to
maintain, develop, or increase the
knowledge, skills, and professional
performance and relationships that a
physician uses to provide services for
patients, the public, or the profession.
Today physicians need to understand
latest medical impacts that affect
global health care outcomes in
shorter time using technology tools
proven to deliver better retention,
empathy and impact.
CME is no longer just a knowledge
transfer activity via lectures or videos
but real hands on knowledge or
training to deliver better healthcare..
21st century learning need new ways
that help in training better.and
faster.It is also essential that physician
can access the training remotely as
well as globally.

IN CME

Virtual Reality has been widely
adopted in gaming and
entertainment industry . However it
has real use cases in training and
learning which not only reduces time
to train but makes learning more
impactful and cost effective.

In a NIH study Applications of Virtual
Reality Technology in Medical Groups
Teaching it was concluded based on
results that virtual reality capabilities
should be used to train different
medical groups based on their
individual and collective
needs.
VR based training & learning has also
shown to develop better empathy
essential for patient care.

IN

VIRTUAL REALITY CAN
ENABLE IMMERSIVE
EXPERIENCES WHERE A
LEARNER IS MORE AN
ACTIVE PARTICIPANT
THAN A PASSIVE VIEWER

ENTERING
VIRTUAL
REALITY
(VR)
WHY VIRTUAL REALITY IS
ESSENTIAL FOR CME

REDUCING TRAINING TIME
Any traditional learning of 4-5 hours
in classroom hours can be reduced
significantly to few minutes.
HIGHER RETENTION
Research has proven that 80% of
learners are visual learners and retain
better when scenraios are visual.
REDUCE COMPLEXITY
Medical education can be complex
with medical vocabulary, VR with
assistive voice eases learning.

BUILDING EMPATHY
Patient pain or other scenarios can
help build empathy using VR

AR AND VR WILL SEE A
48% INCREASE IN
UPTAKE FROM 2020 TO
2024
-SOURCE IDC RESEARCH

Augmented reality (AR) and
virtual reality (VR) are emerging
technologies in the healthcare
industry . AR and VR
could be used in a variety of
settings including physician
training, patient treatments and
hospital management . As of 2018,
the North American healthcare AR
and VR industry was valued at 477
million U.S. dollars. By 2028, that is
expected to increase dramatically
to 4.64 billion U.S. dollars
-Source Statista
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AR & VR FOR
HEALTHCARE
MARKET

PRODUCT
MARKET FIT CLASSIMMERSE
PILOTS

Virtual Reality as a technology has
established its use case for
training and learning industry.
There are many applications that
are currently available, However
they are not practical in a seated
mode or in a classroom mode.
When you build virtual reality
applications you need to take into
account various factors that may
affect the experience of the user
like comfort, motion sickness,
safety, ease of use. In addition to
that healthcare professionals who
pursue CME courses or certification
must be able to retain and train
faster requiring short training
modules with ability to practice
and assess knowledge.

WE CONDUCTED PILOTS
IN OUR VR LAB & IN
CLASSROOM(AT HIGH
SCHOOLS) WITH OUR VR
HEART STROKE
LESSON.MORE THAN 500
STUDENTS, 200
EDUCATORS AND 100
PARENTS HAVE BEEN
PART OF OUR FOCUS
GROUPS.

Here are some key takeaways
from our pilots.
Comfort -It is of primary
importance that the device is
light weight and provides eye
comfort for all users.
Time - The users optimal use
time for lessons was 30 minutes.
Safety - The headsets are closed
preventing viewer's outside
world so seated experiences are
best in classroom or homes.
Motion sickness - Our pilot
ensured that the experience
provided minimal sickness in a
seated position.
Voice - Most users who surveyed
felt voice helped in
understanding complex terms
especially for new physicians.
Practicality - VR experiences
must cater to different user
types - some users have vertigo
or fear empty spaces.
Music and Backgrounds - VR
simulates visuals and spatial
audio that aid in learning.
Self Paced - Each user learning
path was recorded to see how
each user approached the
lesson.
Analytics - The user analytics
helped determine the area that
was most least focused on.

INTRODUCING
CLASSIMMERSE
OUR UNIQUE CME CONTENT
CREATION CROSS-PLATFORM
SOLUTION ALLOW CME
PROVIDERS AND INSTRUCTORS
TO CREATE HIGH QUALITY
TRAINING CONTENT EASILY.
STANDALONE VR
The recent trend in VR is using
standlone devices which do not need
any PC's or mobiles allowing user
mobility.
CME TEMPLATE
A CME template allows creating
single user interactive lessons for
physician in training like Anatomy,
Disease management, Patient care
and more
ENTERPRISE QUALITY
We have created our seated
experiences based on actual user
experiences in a classroom, clinic or
home using best of breed devices.

SUPPLEMENT CME TRAINING
The focus is to allow short interactive
online SaaS modules that
supplements training for certification
or advancing knowledge reducing
time to learn or train significantly.

REWARD BASED
TRAINING
FRAMEWORK

Include physician or
institution
case studies
2D slides ,videos or
CT/MRI images

Deep dive into 3D
models and simulations
Rotate, Examine models
with virtual hands or
hand tracking.

There is always a question on what is
the correct training solution for an
organization ? Sometimes
enterprises buy training modules
realizing that the content was hard
to customize or modify and did not
provide the desired outcomes in
spite of spending a lot of money.
Our first approach uses a strategy
that allow content personalization
using gamification approach to
training using level up learning or
digital badges. This allows users to
self pace their own training based
on learning styles.
The second approach is to use
analytics to modify content based on
user engagement. For our pilots we
found that users may not complete a
quiz or watch a complete video. The
content can be enhanced to ensure
that it takes into account short
attention spans .

Practice and Self Assess
with timed lessons and
quizzes.
Earn Digital Badges.
Assess training level

WHAT WE PROVIDE YOU

We leverage the power of immersive
visualization, voice and analytics and have
created a customizable CME framework.
You can create practical and effective
trainings that allow physicians to learn,
explore and assess in-classroom or seated
mode.
Each "lesson run" can be analyzed as well
as video recorded for mentors to preview
and enhance or improve outcomes
based on learner engagement.
Each CME provider, hospital or trainer
can white-label his/her own content.
We have created Demo Cardiovascular
Anatomy module Level 1 lesson for premedical or new physicians.

WHY TRUST
US

We are early adopters of VR and AR
and have industry expertise in
building technology solutions for
education and healthcare.
Awards
AWIS - Association of Women in
Science STEM Entrepreneur
award 2018 & NJIT, NJ Eda mini
grant
Partnerships

Oculus ISV Vendor

Customer Testimonial
“CLASSIMMERSE IS AN OUTSTANDING
PLATFORM FOR STUDENT
LEARNING.TRADITIONALLY, I GET
NAUSEOUS WHEN USING VR. THIS APP
IS DIFFERENT.CLASSIMMERSE IS A
QUALITY PRODUCT. ENCOURAGE
EVERYONE TO TRY IT OUT.”
DR KEVIN MERGES
GLOBAL EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
RUTGERS PREPARATORY,VR/AR
EVANGELIST

Reviews

Classimmerse VR - Jaime
Donally, Educator, ISTE

VR/AR 2020 Education Report

